EZY‐FIT Heart Bar Shoes
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Designed as a therapeutic shoe, for laminitis, quarter cracks
and hoof capsule support by mimicking the natural support
system of the horses foot, these shoes are as light as
aluminum, and have twice the wear properties of aluminum,
whilst offering more shock absorption to the hoof capsule.
The shoes come with side clips, a rolled toe and can be easily
shaped due to the unique design of EZY‐FIT shoes. As with all
EZY‐FIT shoes they can be nailed on, glued on or a
combination of the two.

FITTING
1. We recommend consultation with a veterinary surgeon
before fitting any therapeutic type shoe. The horse’s foot should
be trimmed according to the individual horse’s requirements.
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2. The shoes should not be heated but can be shaped in the
usual manner using an anvil or stall jack and hammer.
3. A recess for the clips can be let into the foot with a knife or a
rasp, or they can be laid onto the hoof wall. When glueing on, it
is recommended that the clips are laid onto the hoof wall and
the shoe fitted full to allow the glue to secure to the wall more.
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4.If the clips are not required they can be easily cut off using a
pair of hoof cutters.
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5. The shoes can be nailed on, and clenched up in the usual
fashion.
6. To glue the shoes on, drill 5mm holes from the foot surface
where the nail holes are located and continue the same spacing
towards the heel. Leaving the clips on will help locate the
EZY_FIT heart bar shoe in the correct position on the foot.
7. Apply the EZY‐GLUE or Vettec Adhere to the foot surface of
the shoe and apply to the foot.
8. Wrap the foot in cling film/ quick wrap and leave to cure.
A combination of the two securing methods can also be used
depending on the individual horse’s requirements.

TEL. +44(0)1909 517105
EMAIL: info@ezyfithorseshoes.com
WEBSITE: www.ezyfithorseshoes.com
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